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"This is the most in-depth athlete’s vision project ever seen in a game," states Domenico Monardo, FIFA 20 gameplay director. "Through the feedback we’ve received so far, the players have been blown away by
the accuracy of our game. We’re not just recreating the on-the-pitch heroics, we’re recreating the feelings and sensations of a football match as well." The new Player Motion System includes a reticle pattern that
is cleverly placed on the pitch to show the position of players, and the new Precision Dribbling Modules make it easier to create epic goal-scoring opportunities. The new virtual assistant, named Adrien, has a new
memory function called “Word of the Day” and a new benefit called “HyperVisible”. These both work in a similar way to the Persistence system in FIFA 19, that allows players to achieve special and unique benefits
throughout the match, but the benefits are now visible to spectators and commentators. “We’ve got the best boys in the business working on the game, and as an absolute first, the players’ movements, games,

and life outside of the game are all being captured and stored in an incredibly valuable way, so we can make a new, more realistic FIFA that more accurately reflects what it’s like to be a football player,” says David
Rutter, Senior Producer at EA SPORTS FIFA. FIFA 20 introduced the first of its kind, the Player Intelligence Engine, designed to improve the actual in-game behaviours of footballers. Players can now receive more
realistic reactions to taking a shot and positioning themselves to create space or receive a pass. For example, a player can now make a more forceful and decisive run to receive a pass. In the new Matchday AI,
players and clubs will react to opposition play and make smart choices to unlock an advantage. Other features of FIFA 20 include FIFA Ultimate Team improvements including the introduction of new cards in the
trades system and a tweaked set of add-ons that offer you additional rewards and rewards for your squad. The new Ultimate Team League brings a new experience for players where they can be ranked and earn
rewards by playing matches. Additional FIFA 20 content includes the long-awaited return of the National Teams, which now offer players to build their national team from scratch, and in-depth new player profiles

Features Key:

New and improved FIFA Productions.
Intuitive controls and player interaction makes a return.
New and enhanced online experiences.
Improved graphics and physics.
Audio-visual features make a powerful debut on Xbox One.
FIFA 22 brings the first season-long live transfer market to FIFA, and transfers are implemented in the “Standard” option, with the option to join the live transfer market for selected leagues, with integration as a live event in-game, bringing the transfer window to life before you’ve even made your
first pick.
Accelerate, Pin, recover, look quicker – the most popular small improvements have made their way into the menus and controls and are available in every mode.
Check out the new presentation for a closer look at the features and modes that will delight ultimate players on PS4.
The classic FIFA 1-11 mode has also been made available to former FIFA “freemiumers” via a free download for Xbox One. When you access this mode, you can play these modes as well as back up your franchise manager and save a new squad of 11 players to re-create your career.
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FIFA (Football Is Football) is a football simulation video game. The FIFA series is published and distributed in partnership with Electronic Arts. The first game in the series was released on PC in September 1993. The
game allows players to control a player on a pitch, and to compete with other players within an in-game league. The game is developed by EA Canada and published by Electronic Arts. This is the 30th anniversary
version of the series, and also includes innovations such as a brand new Career Mode, improved Player Intelligence and the introduction of a brand new Weigh-in system. Where can I play FIFA on Steam? We have
an official FIFA series website, and a brand new FIFA website! FIFA on official FIFA website FIFA on new FIFA website Play FIFA on FIFA website, including news, reviews, and downloads © 2019 Cephalon, Inc. All
rights reserved. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. FIFA is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts, Inc. FIFA 19 is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts,
Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2019 EA. All rights reserved. FIFA and FIFA World Cup are trademarks of Electronic Arts, Inc. Battlefield, Battlefield 1, Battlefield V, and all
other Battlefield marks, the Battlefield logo, EA, and the EA logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc. and are used with permission. © 2020 EA. All rights reserved. EASPORTSM marks used with permission. EA
SPORTS, EASPORTSM, NCAA, GOAL, and ARES are trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc. Footy Awards is a registered trademark of Cephalon, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©
2019 Cephalon, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. EA on social Check out the EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 social features on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Twitter EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Facebook EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Instagram EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Pinterest EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Translations & localisation Selected
team websites in various languages; active community members also participating! “FIFA 20” is an official trademark of Electronic Arts, Inc. All other trademarks are the properties bc9d6d6daa
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New ways to play soccer, including new ways to build your FUT Team, new Draft Pick tools and more gameplay modes. Be A Pro – Impersonate Pro FIFA stars as you compete in action matches, or live out your
virtual Pro Contract. Select how and when your Pro plays matches and the outcome of the match will affect their career. Win The Show – Play live weekly full-length matches as a single squad against the best of
the best in the FIFA world. UEFA Champions League Squad Builder – Build your squad of your favorite club, including over 7,000 players from more than 100 countries. FIFA Ultimate Team Trainer – Train your
players at home or in the field. Use fitness, tactics, and skill to unlock player performance ratings. Create your own unique game modes. Football Manager Sessions – Play a single game or sequence of matches in
the FM Sessions editor. Use new tools to create your own matchday interactions, pitch design, and tactics. Create playbooks, substitutions, and visual switches. Design your own stadium, kits, and stadium design.
Player management, tactics, and team selection tools enable you to create your own modes of play. The Club & The Game An evolution of real-world football, both on and off the pitch, FIFA offers unprecedented
control and immersion while delivering the most authentic football experience yet. The pitch becomes your canvas, with the full range of tools at your disposal to create your masterpiece: stunning high-definition
stadiums, custom-designed team kits, realistic player appearances, and a deep and intuitive set of game mechanics ensure an unprecedented level of player agency. All the action, all the time Fly over the pitch
from above the view of the action, check out individual player attributes in-depth and discover the secrets of your club from an unparalleled viewing experience. Live the dream Experience the game as your
favorite club and compete at the very top of world football. Whether you’re a fan of blockbuster games or crave an authentic and expansive experience, FIFA offers true football fans the complete package. Start
Your Career Create your club and manage it all the way to a dream debut or fall short at the very first hurdle. Take charge as a player and dominate your way to FIFA stardom. Manage your club into the World Cup
and dream of featuring for your country in the FIFA World Cup™. Make the

What's new:

FIFA Ultimate Team: See how to scout and build your ideal squad of 22 footballers by taking on challenges with friends.
FIFA Proactive AI: see how your team mates and opponents react to your orders to utilize new tactics.
On pitch experience, visual improvements and improvements to FIFA 21 depth, fast ball flight physics, and more.
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Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual Core RAM: 1 GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 470 Video: 1280x800 Hard Drive: 16 GB WiFi: Broadband Internet connection How to Install: Run the game and enjoy
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